Perceiving shape from profiles.
Four experiments related human perception of shape from profiles to current theoretical predictions. In Experiment 1, judgments of structure and motion were obtained for single- and dual-ellipsoid displays rotating about various axes. Ratings were highest when the axis of rotation was in the image plane and were influenced by the number of ellipsoids and the orientation of a single ellipsoid. The subsequent experiments explored the effect of orientation on shape judgments of a single ellipsoid. The results of Experiments 2 and 3 suggested that the effect of orientation found in Experiment 1 was not due to either the inability of certain orientations to be perceived as three-dimensional objects or to two-dimensional artifacts. It was thus argued that this effect of orientation was due to points of correspondence in relative motion that arise when the major axis is not perpendicular to the axis of rotation. In Experiment 4, subjects provided judgments of both shape and angular velocity. The elevated ellipsoids that were judged as larger were also judged as rotating more slowly. The inverse relationship between size and angular velocity is consistent with current theories. The connection between theory and data was further demonstrated by applying a shape-recovery algorithm to the stimuli used in Experiment 4 and finding a similar tradeoff between angular velocity and shape.